
Notes Towards taking a Video Film on ALTERNATIVES TO RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONS
TOR PEOPLE HITH SEVERE PHYSICAL IKPAIRKENTS

Aim" To make a video film that will argue the case - through the experiences

and opinions of disabled people - for the provision of various forms of

non-institutional housing v.'hich incorporate the necessary features and

assistance for secure, integrated and active living for people who need

extensive personal help.

Objectives:

a) The video should be of use to disabled people in campaigning for

the development of housing and support systems, particularly

within Greater Manchester.

r>i The video should also be able to:-

b) Present arguments (both visually and verbally) for 'real1

alternatives to segregated residential institutions, that is,

alternatives that do not transfer or reproduce institutional

arrangements and attitudes within housing schemes.

c) Stress the importance of the interrelationship between well

designed and located housing, appropriate technology and human

a.r" i: - - :".r : in the attainment of independent living and integration

v;i thi n a nei ghbourhoo d.

d) Dispel some myths v.'hich perpetuate the belief that people with

severe physical impairments can only exist within residential

institutions, i.e. the 'medicrl model' and 'care model'.

e) Outline some of the barriers and constraints to obtaining

housing and the necessary support.

f) Situate the demands for self-autonomy and integration within

historical and. social context.
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Some clarification and further details of the objectives

1) Objective (a) is also concerned to give confidence to people already

institutionalised or at risk of institutionalisation in seeking housing/

support alternatives.

2) Objective (b) refers in part to the need to avoid ghetto housing schemes

v.'hich perpetuate segregation, and schemes in v.'hich relationships of

dominance/subordination are structured into the housing and support

arrangements through warden control and control of the tenant's income,

for example. It also refers to the broader point that 'real' alternatives

to segregated residential institutions are structured by their opposition

to the basic features found in institutions. The Grove Road Housing Scheme

should provide adequate emphasis for this objective in that the aim of the

scheme from the outset was that it should be counter-institutional in

character. (See attached copy of Grove Roa.d objectives).

With caution, Plabinteg might also be used for objective (b), but it should

be pointed out that the human assistance provided within Habinteg schemes

is not sufficient to cater for the requirements of people needing extensive

support.

3) Habinteg could be used for objective (c) as an example of making provision

for integration through well designed and located housing. (See attached).

However, Grove Road is probably the best example of showing the importance

for independent living of the three basic elements - good design; appropriate

aids and equipment: and a flexible, secure system of personal help. As the

tenants point out: "Each element has a direct bearing on the other. For

instance, if the design of the building had prevented independent use by the

handicapped tenants, resort would have had to be ma.de to the system of

personal help. Lack of aids to independence would have had a similar effect.

It follows that good design plus the right aids and equipment reduce the

need to call for personal assistance and thus tend to maximise independence".
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And continue, "The point is driven home with some force when one considers

that the handicapped tenants had anticipated a need of upwards of 20 hours

help a week, based on their institutional experience. In the event, the

personal help actually received by the most heavily dependent tenant was

eight hours in the first week, reducing to between one and two hours a week

as de-institutionalisation progressed".

4) Syd Harrison would clearly fill the bill as far as objective (d) is

concerned. Syd is almost totally paralysed. He has only slight movement

in his chin and right eyebrow. He can see and hear but is unable to talk.

He is able to communicate and carry out other tasks through the use of

Possum equipment. However, the main reason why Syd is able to live in his

own home is because his wife is able and prepared to carry the major burden

of support and caring. The fact that Syd is dependent on a respirator to

breathe for him raeans that he requires constant attendance in case a

mechanical failure occurs.

June Kaelzer, who is also severely physically impaired, and has a young

child, should also be able to refute the 'care model'.

What should be emphasised here, however, is the tremendous struggles

that Syd and June and others in a similar situation have to go through

in order to get the support they require, e.g. Social Services support

for '0ne-to-0ne Scheme'.

The half-way bungalow at Newton which helps prepare ex-residents of residential

institutions for independent living is a 'rehabilitation model' which would

also usefully expose the false assumptions of the 'medical model' and 'care

model' .

5) Objective (e) could draw on the experiences of those involved in 'Project 8l',

(see attached), and again the experiences of Syd Harrison and June Kaelzer.

Pat and Norman Kelly who now live in the Habinteg scheme at Ossett, could

explain the tremendous problems they had in getting out of a residential

institution. Ken and Maggie Davis at Grove Road would also have some

usr. fvj observations to make on this one. The familiar occurrence of

disabled people facing hostility and di scoure.gement from statutory authorities
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and charitable organizations when they attempt tp become independent

of them should be mentioned.

If we require some idea of the constraints from a statutory viewpoint

perhaps Judith Gray and Don Simpson might be able to make a contribution?

The major problem which must be made absolutely clear, however, is the

arranging and funding of human assistance for people who need extensive

help, throughout the day, seven days a week.

Objective (f) is important in shoving that our demands are not an isolated

occurrence, but rather part of a growing movement amongst disabled people

for self-autonomy and integration. Vic Finkelstein's three historical

phases of disability could be referred to here - i.e. (i) the pre—industrial-

isation fend for yourselves phase, (ii) the inclustria.lisa.iion/categorisaiion/

segregation phase and (iii) the beginnings of an awareness amongst disabled

people that they are an oppressed group a.nd their demands for integration

and full partitipation phase. The Swedish Eokus, the North American

Centres for Independent Living, and the setting up of the British Council

of Organizations of Disabled People would also help situate the video

in a social context.
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